
 

Filigree Panels



filigree  [fil•i•gree]

noun

: ornamental openwork of delicate or intricate design 
usually of gold, silver or copper


filigree panel  [fil•i•gree pan•l]

noun

: the merging of an acoustic panel and ornamental 
openwork to create an enhanced acoustic treatment




“The difference between a good aesthetic and an awesome aesthetic, and an okay room and a perfect room, is Cinema Design 
Group. The new Filigree line is a winner!” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Jeffrey Bradford, Owner, Sound Integration 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Rochester, NY


“CDGI has raised the quality…on every project. They are responsive in every phase …and very easy to communicate with. Our 
partnership with CDGI has elevated our game in the home theater space.” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Jonathan Phillips, VP & Owner, Connect Consulting 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Woodland Park, NJ


“CDGI’s line of Filigree panels has opened up a new realm of design possibilities for us.  CDGI has always helped our home theaters 
look and sound better, but now we can artfully fix hotspots throughout the house.”

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - John Lambertt, Owner, Digital Lifestyle Designs 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jupiter, FL 
	  

"The custom-made CDGi Filigree PMC panel both looks and sounds incredible in our office.  The absorption material makes a huge 
difference quieting ambient noise."	 	 	 	 	 - Brent Esry, PMC USA 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Irvine, CA


“From client collaboration, design and install, Cinema Design Group has been a great resource for our company and our clients.”

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Michael Alpert, Owner, Nantucket Media Systems 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Nantucket, MA

	 




 

Everyone knows acoustics matter in home cinema, but it’s just as critical for every other room in the 
house, where people gather, music is played, and conversations are held. Until now, the traditional 
solution was to use plain acoustic panels to help mitigate sound issues. While colorful, designers 
saw them as ordinary and unbecoming a uniquely designed space. 


With our new Filigree line, we’ve created a design language that blends art and acoustics. These 
panels allow more freedom for designers to be bold and beautiful, while making rooms more 
comfortable.

Art meets acoustics. 



 

The Filigree story starts with performance, both acoustic and construction. Our manufacturing process provides 
multiple benefits based on our decision to use a unique fiberglass and a precision-fit LDF frame. Manufactured in the 
USA, our fiberglass uses a plant-based extract as a glue to bond the glass fibers rather than chemical glues. There are 
no carcinogens or off-gassing of harmful vapors. The glass itself also allows for a Class A fire rating.


Crafted with an LDF frame instead of using a cut edge, or resin-dipping, our panels hold their form far better and longer 
than others, with no edge fragility. Uniquely, our panels may also be installed directly against drywall, without any 
unsightly gaps. Panels install in seconds for a precision hang, every single time.


CDGI panels can be fully absorptive, reflective, or diffusive, or may include a combination of any of these properties. 
This flexibility allows a wide range of aesthetic designs, with a single solution, rather than having to use three different 
products all with different footprints. Clutter and chaos are things of the past.


Absorption Diffusion Reflection

A cut above. 



  Design language unlocked. 

Art belongs in every home and is a timeless reflection of those within. The 
new Filigree line from CDGI allows your personality to shine alongside 
existing art, or be featured as the art itself!


Precision laser-cutting of Medium-density fiberboard (MDF) allows for an 
almost endless choice of pattern designs, from themed to architectural, 
geometric to whimsical. They then are sanded and finished with metallic 
paint and clear coats, resulting in luxurious look.


Standard size is W 2’ x H 4’ x D 111/16”, but larger Filigree panels are 
available with CNC routing. Custom designs are also available, as are 2D 
pre-visual renders of your Filigree pattern. Let your Filigree panels become 
a focal point or blend seamlessly into your design language.

64+
styles



  The art of hanging around. 

Our manufacturing process is like no other. Draftsmen, craftsmen, and specialty tools all create the elements that form the 
Filigree panels. Every single panel is individually wrapped and finished by Carey Schafer of Cinema Design Group 
International. This ensures the best fit and finish for every panel and every customer.


Installation is a breeze as well. Simply use a 23-Gauge nail gun and mount directly on drywall, or we can install a cleat 
system for hanging.




  More style than a haberdashery. 
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Filigree panels allow for pure imagination, in terms of what patterns are achievable. Brand awareness can also be the focus 
of the panels, providing more mindshare for your company.
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SilverTeal Steel Gray Statuary Bronze Snowflake SmokeTequila Gold

Pearl White Iridescent Gold Flash Gold Flash Copper Flash Blue Warm Silver Venetian Blue

Shimmering Sky Sashay Red Sapphire Rose Rich Gold Platinum Pink Pearl

Pharaoh’s Gold Pewter Pale Gold Oyster Olympic Gold Nickel Mystical Green

The color of contentment. 



 

Lilac Green Apple Gold Rush English Brown Copper Penny Copper Champagne

Burnt Orange Brass Black Pearl Black Cherry Blackened Bronze Antique Bronze Ruby

Rose Quartz Rose Gold Pink Topaz Glacier Blue Emerald Cool Mint Black Sapphire

Amethyst

Colors shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual product may 
differ in color based on paint batches, lighting, and other factors.



  Colors as bold as you are. 

With over 250 colors available from CDGI approved acoustic fabric-
makers, and 50 colors available for the Filigree patterns and frames, you 
can bring the rainbow indoors. Filigree panels aren’t just about shapes, as 
you can utilize texture and color as a finishing touch. With our 3D pre-
visual render service, you can make sure the exact combination is right for 
you!

color combinations
13,000+ 



  Art in every theater. 

Standard Sizes 
 W 24” x H 48” x D 111/16 ”


•

Custom Sizes (up to)


W 48" x H 64” x D 411/16”

•


Filigree patterns may be designed 
for vertical or horizontal 

installation.

•


3D Pre-visual rendering service 
available for Filigree and fabric 

colors.

•


Aluminum can also be used for the 
filigree.




  Customized company.

Acoustic Panels

•


Cinema Seating

•


Home Theater Design and Installation

•


Acoustic Engineering


Cinema Design Group International is an award-winning company dedicated to providing properly-
engineered aesthetic and acoustic spaces for home cinema, media rooms, general living and corporate 
environments. Throughout our twenty-year history, we have designed these spaces for directors, movie 
stars, athletes, Fortune 500® companies and all clients with a love of movies and music. All products by 

CDGI, including the new Filigree Panels, are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA. 




 

All products shown are for illustration purposes only and actual product may vary in size and color.


Cinema Design Group International

7360 Rockbridge Circle

Lake Worth, FL 33467


561-714-1388

www.cinemadesigngroup.com


carey@cinemadesigngroup.com


http://www.cinemadesigngroup.com
mailto:carey@cinemadesigngroup.com
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